
Having the perfect product to sell online is not enough.
InknTonerUK (inkntoneruk.co.uk) has been selling ink and toner cartridges 
for homes and businesses across the UK since 2004. “They are the perfect 
product to sell online, very straightforward”, says Director Steven Hari. “We 
quickly realised that the Internet would be the way to maximise the opportunity 
we had in the industry,” he states. 

The challenge: How can customers find Your website?
Based in Barnet, the company is always looking for opportunities to sell more. 
“We operate in a very competitive environment. We have a good product 
with great value proposition and we have an incredible conversion rate on 
our webpages. Our biggest challenge is how to drive customers to our 
website”, says Mr. Hari. “We’ve marketed ourselves over the years in a number 
of ways: SEO was working well for us until Google search put in place new 
algorithms. This forced us to explore Pay-per-Click advertising platforms and 
that is what we have been focusing on over the last three to four years.” So 
InknTonerUK reprioritised its advertising spend on Pay-per-Click models using 
Google’s Adwords and Product Listing Ads along with other product comparison 
websites. However, “over the years, product comparison sites haven’t proved 
particularly profitable for us due to the high Cost-per-Click and low conversion 
rates we’ve experienced.” said Mr. Hari.

Trying Product Ads?
“E-retailers constantly seek opportunities to attract qualified traffic at a decent 
cost per sale. So when I learnt that Amazon would allow me to easily upload 
all my products1 with a compelling Cost-per-Click, that was something I could 
not ignore.”

Using Product Ads has 

generated more sales 

for my business, more 

qualified traffic to my 

pages and the best return 

on investment of all the 

channels that I have got.

Steven Hari, Director

http://services.amazon.co.uk/


Mr. Richard Wood, Director of Feed Manager says, “We support feed integration 
to most product-marketing and comparison shopping platforms and manage the 
feeds for InknTonerUK. So when Steven asked me if we could support Product 
Ads, I reached out to Amazon and we got things working in less than a week.”

After just one month, InknTonerUK saw a sharp increase in traffic via Amazon. 
“Not only have we seen an uplift in traffic, but also the best return on 
investment among all the channels that we’ve got2,” comments Mr. Hari.

Qualified Traffic equals more Customers.
Product Ads has worked well for InknTonerUK, despite the fact that it operates in 
a very competitive landscape. “Product Ads gives merchants the opportunity 
to access Amazon customers, an audience that they are perhaps not normally 
going to see on their own website through other channels. The conversion rate 
for this traffic is at least 10% more than the average of all channels2,” says Mr. 
Wood. “For many customers, when searching for products to buy, the natural first 
point of call is Amazon. They may check comparison shopping sites, they may 
use search [engines], but in the end they have their Amazon accounts, they may 
also have Prime subscription and most importantly they trust Amazon; unless 
Amazon sends these shoppers to a merchant’s website, this traffic of highly 
qualified buyers would probably not end up buying on an external web-store.”

What does Amazon Product Ads mean for Your business?
“At the end of the day, using Product Ads to advertise our products on Amazon 
has generated more sales for my business, more qualified traffic to my pages 
and the best return on investment measured by cost of acquisition (at least 30% 
better than the average of other channels) among all the channels that I’ve got—
so thank you.”

To learn more about how 

Amazon Product Ads 

can help you 

drive qualified traffic 

to your website visit 

productads.amazon.co.uk

1 Exclusions may apply 
2 Experiences may vary 
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